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VIETTI
Barolo Brunate 2015

95 POINTS

“The Barolo Brunate was not made in 2014 because of hail
damage. Instead, all the fruit was diverted to the Langhe
Nebbiolo Perbacco instead. This newest release, the 2015
Barolo Brunate, definitely makes up for the lost ground. This is
an explosive and absolutely exuberant expression of Nebbiolo
from a vineyard site in La Morra near M. Marengo’s property.
Vietti farms two parcels here, a higher side of the vineyard and
a lower one (near Damilano and Ceretto). These lower parts of
Brunate perform very nicely in the cooler vintages. Instead,
this warm vintage expression puts a lot of its fruit depth and
personality upfront in a confident and no-fuss manner. You
absolutely know what you are getting here, even at the first
sniff of the bouquet. The wine proceeds to open and blossom
before your nose, offering dark fruit, rose, spice and a very
linear mineral tone at the back. That linear flinty note is just
terrific. Some 3,600 were produced.

”- Monica Larner, June 2019

À propos de Wine Advocate

Robert Parker founded his bi-monthly newsletter, The Wine Advocate, in 1978. Since then he
has come to be called "the most influential wine writer in the world today." In 2001 he launched
eRobertParker.com. His team of Wine Advocates now comprehensively covers the world of fine
wines in a way that no one person can any longer do. Parker continues to review the great wines
of Bordeaux and Northern California and acts as a critic-at-large conducting vertical tastings and
horizontal tastings of older vintages of California and elsewhere. 
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